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Judicialization of the World Trading System
−Implications for Regulation of Regional Integration under GATT/WTO−

Kuong Teilee＊
Introduction
With the creation of the World Trade Organization（WTO）in 1995, the world trading
system organized in 1947 was infused with new life. Rules regulating world trade have
developed both in the scope of coverage and in the depth of intervention. Much have been
learnt of the legalization and judicialization process of change in the history of world trade
rules1）. The process culminated in the finalization of the Uruguay Round negotiations. This
outcome at the Uruguay Round negotiations has been described in comparative terms as
the triumph of lawyers over diplomats2）. However, the outcome means more than a mere
institutional and procedural development. Legalization and judicialization may be
characterized with the multiplication of legal norms and the strengthening of the binding
nature of these norms and the procedures for enforcing them3）. Built on this general
conception of the present international trade law, this paper is going to examine the impact
which the process of legalization and judicialization of the world trading system has on one
particular aspect of the international economic relation, namely multilateral regulation and
control over establishment of regional economic arrangements.
Long before the development of a trade legal system at the multilateral level, attempts
among a number of mostly nations of vicinity to enter into some sort of customs unions4）
took place mainly in Europe or under European auspices. In this sense, GATT 1947 could be
viewed as one of the original efforts taken multilaterally to liberalize international trade
amidst a long history of economic bloc cultures 5）. For pragmatic political reasons,
liberalization under GATT and the defunct International Trade Organization（ITO）had to
proceed hand in hand with certain accepted categories of regional arrangements 6）.
Therefore, the issue of regional arrangements, regulated under Art.XXIV of GATT, as an
exception to the fundamental principle of the most-favoured-nation（MFN）in the
international trading system, originally took place in a particular historical and political
context7）.
The regulatory mechanism established under Art.XXIV of GATT 1947 left examination
of the compatibility of concrete regional integration agreements with GATT provisions to
the GATT diplomats8）. However, mainly since the 1990s discussions related to rules on
regional arrangements have also taken place in the WTO dispute settlement organs. Is this
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another proof of the judicialization development? To what extent has the WTO
judicialization process brought the

diplomats

jurisprudence

9）

under legal control? These

questions will be dealt with in this paper, based on an examination of the multilateral rules
on regional arrangements by focusing on the legal analysis and interpretation conducted on
different occasions by the WTO panels and the appellate bodies.
This study will lead to a further understanding of the nature of judicialization at work in
the field of international economic law regulating regional agreements. Given the current
increasing interest in the issue of

multilateralism vs. regionalism

10）

, a review and re-

evaluation of the issue of implementing Art.XXIV to keep regional agreements compatible
with the multilateral rules under the GATT/WTO is an indispensable step to keep the
present world trading system from the risk of melting down into hostile economic blocs11）.

Structure of the paper
The first section will examine the relationship between Art.XXIV and other articles of GATT,
especially those related to the principle of MFN, as discussed recently at the WTO Committee on
Regional Trade Agreements and interpreted by the WTO panels and appellate bodies. In the second
section, the function of Art.XXIV under GATT 1947 to regulate ex ante regional arrangements and
the evolution of this function on a pragmatic basis until the end of the Uruguay Round negotiations
will be closed up for review. The third section will analyze the ex post corrective function in
implementing Art.XXIV, made available thanks to the judicializaton process of the WTO. Section four
will compare the different natures and effects of these two functions. Finally, this paper will conclude
with an assessment of the impact of this judicialization process on the future implementation of GATT
Art.XXIV provisions in the framework of the present world trading system.

I. Relationship between Article XXIV and other articles of GATT
Before discussing how regional arrangement proposals have been regulated in the area of trade in
goods under the GATT/WTO rules, it is essential that the status, roles and functions of Art.XXIV in
the GATT/WTO legal system need be identified. In a general term, this article has been referred to
as an explicit exception to the principle of the most-favoured-nation treatment. Some claimed that it
enables different countries to exercise their right in entering into some sort of trade arrangements
with adjacent countries. Others seeing it as no more than a mere clause of exception maintained that
it can only be referred to in defending some trade measures which would otherwise be illegal or
prohibited under the GATT rules. Understanding the relationship between Art.XXIV with other
provisions of the GATT is important to set up a clear image of the relationship between regional
arrangement attempts and the multilateral trading order. For this reason, the first section of this
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chapter will focus on the relationship between Art.XXIV of GATT and other GATT provisions, in
particular those related to the principle of most-favoured-nation treatment in international trade of
goods.
In general, Art.XXIV has been considered both by scholars and practitioners as a provision of
exception12）, even though no such reference is explicitly made in the GATT.
The contention is then to what Art.XXIV stands as an exception - Article I or all provisions related
to the most-favoured-nation principle. In a note, dated ２ March 2000, prepared by the WTO
Secretariat to make a comprehensive review of all issues that have been identified as having a
systemic significance in the course of Committee on Regional Trade Agreements discussions to date,
two distinct lines of thinking concerning the overall relationship between Art.XXIV and other WTO
provisions have been identified in the discussions of the Committee:
（a）Art.XXIV should be considered as a derogation only from Art.1 of the GATT 1994;
parties to the RTAs must abide by all other WTO provisions;
（b）Art.XXIV should be considered as a derogation from all the provisions of the GATT 1994,
and not merely from the MFN principle.

13）

Korea, Hong Kong China, India and Japan advocated the first position, while the second one was
mainly argued by the EC14）. According to the first view, Art.XXIV provides for exceptional right to
derogate from the MFN principle under GATT Art. I to WTO members that enter into a regional
arrangement, without offering any additional rights for them to adopt GATT-inconsistent measures or
trade policies. The second view, on the contrary, emphasizes the reference to the
Agreement

provisions of the

15）

in the opening sentence of Art.XXIV:５ , claiming that Art.XXIV is a derogation from

all provisions of the GATT, not just Art. I. In other words, so long as measures taken in the context of
an RTA do not diminish the rights of third parties, their mere differences from the relevant WTO
provisions do not matter.
In the case of Turkey−Restrictions on Imports of Textile and Clothing Products, the Appellate
Body considered that Art. XXIV could be invoked to justify a measure which is inconsistent with
certain GATT provisions. However this is not free of any strict conditions. The Appellate Body ruled
that,
...... Art.XXIV can, in our view, only be invoked as a defense to a finding that a measure is
inconsistent with certain GATT provisions to the extent that the measure is introduced upon the
formation of a customs union which meets the requirement in sub-paragraph ５（a）of Art.XXIV
relating to the

duties and other regulations of commerce

of the customs union to trade with third countries.

applied by the constituent members

16）

After further reviewing the text and the context of the chapeau of paragraph ５ of Art.XXIV, the
Appellate Body added the following views:
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...... we are of the view that Art.XXIV may justify a measure which is inconsistent with
certain other GATT provisions. However, in a case involving the formation of a customs union,
this

defense

must demonstrate that the measure at issue is introduced upon the formation of a

customs union that fully meets the requirements of sub-paragraph８（a）
and ５
（a）of ArtXXIV.
And, second, that party must demonstrate that the formation of that customs union would be
prevented if it were not allowed to introduce the measure at issue. Again, both these conditions
must be met to have the benefit of the defence under Art. XXIV.

17）

However, if one reads the reasoning advanced by the Appellate Body before coming to the above
conclusion, one can find some confusing details. The Appellate Body first interpreted the provision of
Art.XXIV:４18） to mean that:
the purpose of a customs union is to
to raise barriers to the trade

facilitate trade

with third countries

between the constituent members and

not

19）

.

It then proceeded to stating that:
Paragraph ４ contains purposive, and not operative, language. It does not set forth a separate
obligation itself but, rather, set forth the overriding and pervasive purpose for Article XXIV which is
manifested in operative language in the specific obligations that are found elsewhere in Article XXIV.

20）

Following the flow of this reasoning, the simple fact that any measure taken to form a regional
trade agreement is found raising barriers to the trade with third countries should be enough to
disqualify the measure and have it removed right away. Far from making this reasoning, the
Appellate Body stated that establishment of a customs union may result in taking measures which are
otherwise inconsistent with certain other GATT provisions, provided the two conditions mentioned
above are met. How are we going to understanding this line of reasoning? It seems that there is
something more important than the only requirement of
countries

concerning the implementation of Art.XXIV. Given the appreciation that the purpose of a

customs union is to
the trade

not to raise barriers to the trade with third

facilitate trade

between the constituent members and

not to raise barriers to

with third countries, should a customs union, the establishment of which is preconditioned

on a breach of certain WTO rules be permitted pursuant to the provisions of Art.XXIV? The second
condition identified by the Appellate Body seems to give an affirmative answer to this question. The
Appellate Body considered that

Art. XXIV may justify a measure which is inconsistent with certain

other GATT provisions , without qualifying this statement with the provision of Art. XXIV:４ that
the inconsistent measure should

facilitate trade between the constituent members and not to raise

barriers to the trade with third countries . Rather, the Appellate Body continued to state that
case involving the formation of a customs union, this

in a

defense （by invoking Art.XXIV）is available

only when two conditions are fulfilled. First, ......And, second, that party must demonstrate that the
formation of that customs union would be prevented if it were not allowed to introduce the measure
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at issue

21）

.

It was exactly on the basis of this second condition that the Appellate Body found that
does not justify the adoption by Turkey of these quantitative restrictions

simply because

Art.XXIV
Turkey

has not demonstrated that the formation of a customs union between Turkey and the European
Communities would be prevented if it were not allowed to adopt these quantitative restrictions

22）

. In

other words, according to the Appellate Body, so long as the establishment of a customs union under
Art.XXIV meets the requirements of Arts.XXIV:５（a）and XXIV:８（a）, it is presumed to work in
accordance with the provisions of Art.XXIV:4. If the constituent members of the customs union has to
choose between a strict observation of WTO rules and establishment of the union, it may prioritize
the latter if it can demonstrate that the formation of that customs union would be prevented
otherwise. Obviously, the Appellate Body was in favor of the view that Art.XXIV was not merely a
derogation of Art.I of GATT.
The Appellate Body in the case of Argentina − Safeguard Measures on Imports of Footwear
maintained this position, when it noted that the Panel erred in conducting an examination of
Art.XXIV:８ of the GATT 1994 within the context of that particular case.
It stated:
... In our Report in Turkey − Restrictions on Imports of Textile and Clothing Products, we
stated that under certain conditions,

Article 24 may justify a measure which is inconsistent

with certain other GATT provisions.

We indicated, however, that this defence is available only

when it is demonstrated by the Member imposing the measure that

the measure at issue is

introduced upon the formation of a customs union that fully meets the requirements of subparagraph ８（a）and ５（a）of Article 24

and

that the formation of that customs union would

be prevented if it were not allowed to introduce the measure at issue.

23）

II. Ex ante regulatory function of Art. XXIV
Having seen how Art. XXIV relates to the other articles of GATT, in particular provisions
concerning the most-favoured nation treatment, this section will look into the preventive mechanism
which is built in the Article itself in order to keep off potential abuse. As discussed in the first section
of this Chapter, the practice of GATT/WTO as reflected in the position taken by the appellate bodies
on the Turkey case and the Argentina case points to the stronger conviction that establishment of
regional arrangements is desirable so long as this meets the criteria determined under the multilateral
trading order. The panel of the Turkey case refers to the

conditional right

to form a regional

trade agreement and notes that this conditional right has to be understood and interpreted within the
parameters set out in paragraph ４ of Art.XXIV24）. Paragraph ４ defines the purpose of a regional
trade agreement as that to facilitate trade between constituent territories and not to raise barriers to
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25）

the trade of other Members . Even though under Art.XXIV of GATT, the CONTRACTING
PARTIES do not deny the right of Contracting Parties to form such regional trade agreements26）, they
reserve a chance to have a look at the proposals leading to the formation of such agreements , and of
course must give their approval if they are convinced that the proposals are genuinely directed
towards a customs union in a reasonable period of time 27）. It is therefore obvious that Art.XXIV
incorporates a preventive function under the provisions of paragraph ７ against any possible attempt
to abuse the right incurred therein.
If the CONTRACTING PARTIES, by virtue of its power to review the plan
interim agreement referred to in paragraph ５

, finds that the agreement

the formation of a customs union or a free-trade area

included in an

is not likely to result in

as defined in paragraph ８（a）and（b）, they

shall make recommendations to the parties to the agreement

28）

. The binding force of these

recommendations by the CONTRACTING PARTIES is also clear. The parties to a regional
arrangement

shall not maintain or put into force such agreement if they are not prepared to modify

it in accordance with these recommendations

29）

. If one still agrees that establishment of a customs

union which is not considered appropriate under the multilateral trade order may result in
disadvantage or injury to third parties by virtue of a violation of the principle of MFN treatment, and
that a regional arrangement which constitutes neither a customs union or a free-trade area, nor an
interim agreement necessary for the formation of either of the two, may result in impairment or
nullification to the interest of third parties, then it is obvious under paragraph ７ that the
CONTRACTING PARTIES do have a task of preventing damages which may be inflicted on third
parties due to abuse of Art.XXIV30）.
This preventive function of the mechanism established under paragraph ７ was designed in a way
so as to preempt any regional arrangement which would work against the multilateral trend.
Together with the CONTRACTING PARTIES

inherent power to issue binding recommendations,

the paragraph ７ mechanism automatically activates an ex ante regulatory function of the multilateral
trading system over establishment of regional arrangements. Idealistically speaking and taking for
granted the GATT economic and political philosophy on the relationship between the most favoured
nation principle and the conditional right to form regional trade agreements31）, regional arrangements
would not have a chance of creating significant disruptions to the process of multilateral trade
liberalization so long as the mechanism under paragraph ７ functions properly and effectively to keep
these regional arrangements in check. A regional arrangement found to be inconsistent with the
provisions of Art.XXIV would have to be altered or put out of existence at the first place.
However, in practice, technical barriers and perhaps political realities gradually changed the whole
picture. The most remarkable turning point might have been the incident of establishing the
European Economic Community（EEC）
. Contrary to some previous cases, the working parties that
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was composed of all contracting parties to review the Treaty Establishing the European Economic
Community failed to reach a unanimous conclusion on the proposed arrangement. One of the reasons
raised by the CONTRACTING PARTIES to justify this failure was that:
as many contracting parties considered that because of the nature of the Rome Treaty there were
a number of important matters on which there was not at this time sufficient information to enable
the CONTRACTING PARTIES to complete the examination of the Rome Treaty pursuant to
paragraph ７ of Article XXIV, this examination and the discussion of the legal questions involved in it
could not usefully be pursued at the present time
Therefore, the CONTRACTING PARTIES

32）

.

welcomed the readiness of the members of the EEC

to furnish further information pursuant to paragraph ７（a）of Art. XXIV as the evolution of the
Community proceeded

33）

. Without a conclusion to the contrary, the EEC was allowed to proceed with

its plan and schedule while making itself ready to furnish the CONTRACTING PARTIES with more
relevant information. This went beyond the controversy of whether a lack of conclusion or
recommendation by the CONTRACTING PARTIES amounted to an approval or disapproval of the
regional arrangement34）. It was simply that something that had been started could not be terminated
without consensus among the CONTRACTING PARTIES for it to be so35）.
After the case of the EEC, several subsequent working parties also sought to employ the same
strategy to produce a temporary conclusion for their work36）. This gradually added to the originally
designed ex ante regulatory function of Art.XXIV a more updated and pragmatic approach of
engaging in an ex post monitoring and regulatory function. This functional shift practically
contributed to the declining effectiveness of the paragraph ７ mechanism. The representative of
Korea commented on this problem during the examination of the enlargement of the European Union
with the accession of Austria, Finland and Sweden, conducted by the WTO Committee on Regional
Trade Agreements, 40 years later in 1997 that:
...Article XXIV:７（a）seemed to oblige Members entering into RTAs to notify their
agreements well in advance, prior to their entry into force, so as to give the WTO the
opportunity to examine the Agreement and make recommendations as appropriate… past
practices of delayed notifications and subsequent ex post examinations of RTAs could not be
used as an excuse.

37）

The problem of late notification of RTAs, referred to in the comments made by the Korean
representative above, could be attributed to both the fact that timing of notifications is neither
precisely formulated nor homogeneously expressed in the rules 38）, and the customary flexibility
allowed to Members in presenting their notifications and in maintaining, without hindrance, the status
quo of a regional arrangement plan.
So far, the mechanism to review conformity with Art.XXIV of interim agreements leading to a
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customs union or a free-trade area has been analyzed. The next question is what happens after a
customs union or a free-trade area has completed its preparatory phase and developed into a fullfledged commercial unit under Art.XXIV? Could it be said that the power of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES to review and make recommendations to the plan and schedule of a proposed regional
arrangement covers also the case of a completed customs union or a free-trade area? Practice under
GATT 1947 left it inconclusive as to whether or not once a customs union or free-trade area had
completed its establishment in accordance with the criteria laid down in Article XXIV, it had to
submit periodic development reports39）. However, it was clear that this was without prejudice to the
legal rights of all Contracting Parties under Art.XXIV40）.
Specific matters of concern could be raised by the Contracting Parties concerned to the attention of
the Council or of the CONTRACTING PARTIES41）. The CONTRACTING PARTIES attempted to
clarify this situation in its 27th Session in 1971 by issuing an instruction to the Council to establish a
calendar fixing dates for the examination, every two years, of reports on regional preferential
agreements. However, the process did not develop consistently42）. Finally, the process was revived and
strengthened after the adoption of the Understanding on the Interpretation of Art. XXIV of the
GATT 199443）. Paragraph 11 of the Understanding provides that:
Customs union and constituents of free-trade areas shall report periodically to the Council
for Trade in Goods, as envisaged by the CONTRACTING PARTIES to GATT 1947 in their
instruction to the GATT 1947 Council concerning reports on regional agreements （BISD
18s/38）, on the operation of the relevant agreement. Any significant changes and/or
developments in the agreements should be reported as they occur.
Again, this is part of the exercise of the ex post monitoring and regulatory function which was
developed on a pragmatic basis throughout the years of GATT s experience dealing with increasing
proliferation of regional arrangements. Of course, this ex post monitoring and regulatory function did
not produce any better result than endless statement of positions and inconclusive efforts to seek an
appropriate interpretation for the provisions of Art.XXIV which could be accepted by all Contracting
Parties44）. The discussions might have been more sophisticated and complex, but the success was not
any more promising than what it used to be at the first place45）. Finally, together with the Uruguay
Round breakthrough another new outlet was found. That is the increasing resort to the dispute
settlement mechanism to settle issues related to regional arrangements. We will examine this new
development in the following section.

III. Ex post corrective measures in the implementation of Art. XXIV
After having examined legal provisions related to establishment of regional arrangements and
briefly illustrated their historical development, we are going to consider how development of these
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legal provisions contributed to the silent shift in emphasis of the GATT/WTO practice, from that of
taking a preventive approach to that of resorting to a corrective one. Despite the fact that conciliation
and dispute settlement have occasionally been resorted to since the early years of the GATT 1947 to
deal with disputes involving measures taken pursuant to establishment of regional arrangements
under Art. XXIV46）, there was no explicit legal provision on the relationship between implementing
provisions of Art. XXIV and taking actions according to dispute settlement procedures. Seeking to
justify its refusal to an overall examination of the bilateral agreements between the European
Communities（EC）and certain countries in the Mediterranean Region, the Panel on

EC Tariff

Treatment on Imports of Citrus Products from Certain Countries in the Meditarranean Region
opined as follows:
In the absence of a decision by the CONTRACTING PARTIES and without prejudice to
any decision CONTRACTING PARTIES might take in the future on such a matter, the Panel
was of the view that it would not be appropriate to determine the conformity of an agreement
with the requirements of Article XXIV on the basis of a complaint by a contracting party
under Article XXIII:１（a）......The Panel considered that the practice, so far followed by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES, never to use the procedures of Article XXIII:２ to make
recommendations or rulings on the GATT-conformity of measures subject to special review
procedures was sound. It felt that the purposes these procedures served and the balance of
interests underlying them would be lost if contracting parties could invoke the general
procedures of Article XXIII:２ for the purpose of requesting decisions by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES, on measures to be reviewed under the special procedures. The Panel therefore
concluded that it should, in the absence of a specific mandate by the Council to the contrary,
follow this practice also in the case before it and therefore abstain from an overall examination
of the bilateral agreements.

47）

The Panel then referred to the conclusions made by the CONTRACTING PARTIES

following

their examination, under Art.XXIV:7, of the Rome Treaty, the European Free Trade Association
（EFTA）, the Latin American Free Trade Association （LAFTA）, and Finish Association with
EFTA, and noted that:
the CONTRACTING PARTIES had recalled that procedures for consultation under Art.
XXII had been accepted and had then noted that

the other normal procedures of the General

Agreement would also be available to contracting parties to call into question any measures
taken

under the interim agreements…. The reference to

the other normal procedures of

the General Agreement , after the mention of Article XXII, can only be understood to mean
the procedures of Article XXIII. The CONTRACTING PARTIES have established in the
above conclusions that this procedure could be used to call into question
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taken by the parties to the agreements; they did not mention the possibility of calling into
question the agreements as a whole, under the procedures of Article XXIII.

48）

The Panel report was not adopted due to the EC's blockage on the ground that implementation of
the Panel s conclusions, which was in favour of the complainant against EC's tariff treatment of citrus
products from certain Mediterranean countries, could disrupt the balance and basis of the agreements
concluded with the Mediterranean countries and was therefore not politically viable49）. However, the
Panel's observation seemed to have been reflected in the Understanding on the Interpretation of
Article XXIV of the GATT 1994, paragraph 12 of which provides that:
The provisions of Articles XXII and XXIII of GATT 1994 as elaborated and applied by the
Dispute Settlement Understanding may be invoked with respect to any matters arising from
the application of those provisions of Article XXIV relating to customs unions, free-trade areas
or interim agreements leading to the formation of a customs union or free-trade area.
The Panel on the Turkey − Restrictions on Imports of Textile and Clothing Products analyzed the
meaning of this paragraph as follows:
We understand from the wording of paragraph 12 of the WTO Understanding on Article
XXIV, that panels have jurisdiction to examine

any matters

arising from

the application of

those provisions of Article XXIV . For us, this confirms that a panel can examine the WTO
compatibility of one or several measures

arising from

Article XXIV types of agreement, as

also argued by the United States in its third-party submission. This indicates that, although
the right of WTO Members to form regional trade arrangements is

an integral part

of the

set of multilateral disciplines of GATT and now WTO, the DSU procedures can be used to
obtain a ruling by a panel on the WTO compatibility of any matters arising from such regional
trade arrangements. For us the term

any matters

clearly includes specific measures

adopted on the occasion of the formation of a customs union or in the ambit of a customs
union.

50）

What has been the situation of GATT Contracting Parties or WTO Members having recourse to
the dispute settlement mechanism to deal with a controversial issue arising from the establishment of
a regional arrangement ? A brief statistical data shows that in the period of 1948 to 1994, right before
the WTO came into effect, there were 124 cases of regional arrangements being notified to the
CONTRACTING PARTIES for consideration51）. During the same period, the panels handled only ３
cases of dispute related to establishment of regional arrangements 52）. After adoption of the
Understanding on the Interpretation of Art.XXIV of the GATT 1994, the situation of the panels and
the appellate bodies dealing with issues arising from establishment of regional arrangements changed
dramatically not only from the quantitative but also from the qualitative point of view53）. As a result of
the strengthened dispute settlement procedures, the panels and the appellate bodies can now settle
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disputes related to provisions on establishment of regional arrangements decisively. The defending
party has lost its privilege of blocking the establishment of the panel54）. Nor is it possible to block the
adoption of the panel report if it is not found in its favour55）. The only recourse it may have after the
finding of the panel has been completed in the report is to seek for review of the report, relying on
the appellate procedure56）. Appeal against the ruling of a panel shall be sent to the standing Appellate
Body. The Dispute Settlement Body（DSB）57）shall adopt the ruling of the Appellate Body unless it
decides by consensus not to adopt the Appellate Body report58）. In case of a non-compliance with the
rulings and recommendations of the panel and the Appellate Body reports, the complaining party may
ultimately have the right to take retaliatory measures59）.
As a consequence, the WTO legal system helps to ensure that what could not be settled at the
discussions and negotiations taken place inside the political bodies, such as the Committee on Regional
Arrangements and the previous working parties, might be brought to the attention of the panel and
the Appellate Body, in seeking for an ex post solution to the disputes arising from the misuse or abuse
of the legal provisions of Art.XXIV. This can be seen as a process of shifting part of the check over
regionalization away from the ex ante regulatory process towards the ex post corrective process.
Establishment of regional arrangements is a right under the WTO law, but abuse of this right will be
confronted by complaints of the parties who believe or claim that their benefits have been impaired or
nullified as a result of the regionalization by the defending party, or that a certain measures taken and
implemented by the defending party on the ground of the regionalization needs are not compatible
with Art.XXIV.
Concerning the panel's explanation of the application of paragraph 12 of the 1994 Understanding
made by the Panel on Turkey Textile case, one can see that recourse to this paragraph 12 procedure
is limited to a certain situations. Theoretically, as confirmed by the same Panel, the issue regarding
the GATT/WTO compatibility of a customs union is
Regional Trade Agreements

since

generally a matter for the Committee on

it involves a broad multilateral assessment of any such customs

union, i. e. a matter which concerns the WTO membership as a whole

60）

. Ideally, a properly

functioning ex ante regulatory plus ex post monitoring mechanism would have made this ex post
corrective process unnecessary. If the CONTRACTING PARTIES or the Committee on Regional
Trade Agreements reaches a positive conclusion on a regional integration agreement, it is unlikely
that a complaint under the DSU mechanism would take place. Even on the presumption that the
complaints were made, any disputes related to the establishment of regional arrangements as such
would normally go to the attention of the Committee first. On the contrary, if establishment of a
regional arrangement, or a certain measure thereof, is found to be inconsistent with the WTO
provisions, a recommendation or compensatory adjustment under Art.XXIV would be submitted
under paragraph 7.Again as reasoned by the Panel on EC ? Tariff Treatment on Imports of Citrus
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Products:
.... a decision of the CONTRACTING PARTIES on the agreements would inevitably have
amounted to a judgment on their conformity with Article XXIV. Had it been recognized that
an agreement was in conformity with the requirements of Article XXIV, the implementation
of this agreement could no longer be considered as nullifying or impairing benefits accruing
under the General Agreement. On the other hand, had the agreement been considered by the
CONTRACTING PARTIES as not being in conformity with the said requirements, its
implementation would amount to a clear infringement of the provisions of the General
Agreement which would constitute prima facie a clear case of nullification or impairment in
the sense of Article XXIII:１
（a）. 61）
Obviously, a prima facie case of nullification or impairment could be dealt with at the Committee on
Regional Trade Agreements by means of a consultation process. Its reference to the DSB would only
be the last option, had the Committee itself worked effectively. However, in the present reality, with
the least exceptions, no regional arrangements have been examined with a clear-cut conclusion from
the legal point of view62）. A frustrated WTO Member may feel easier to resort to the strengthened
and judicialized WTO dispute settlement mechanism than to keep on arguing inconclusively on
particular measures taken by another Members, which caused tangible negative effects to its
economic or other interests eventuated by the GATT/WTO legal provisions. What does this shift of
forum mean for the future of the world trading system? The following Section will examine the nature
of this shift, and a general observation of its significance in the process of controlling the force of
regionalization under the current WTO legal system will be discussed in the conclusion.

IV. Relationship between the ex ante and the ex post proceedings
① Monitoring and dispute settlement
Customs territories attempting to initiate economic arrangements are bound to comply with
explicit conditions and qualifications63）. They are permitted to enter into either a customs union
agreement or a FTA agreement64）. Other categories of regionalism were provided for as limited
preferential exceptions of GATT Art. I.165） Since only regional arrangements pursuant to Art.XXIV
are taken into consideration in this paper, colonial preferential treatments are not discussed herein. To
reign in regional initiatives under the spirit of the GATT legal system and to exclude protectionism
under the disguise of regional arrangements, Art.XXIV was equipped with implementation provisions
which enables the GATT CONTRACTING PARTIES to approve and to monitor the fulfillment of a
legitimate process of regionalization. Any arrangements found to be incompatible with conditions and
requirements of those legal provisions were to be corrected and even denied existence66）. In other
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words, the approach was to pre-empt any illegitimate67） attempts and to make sure that regionalization
per se would not hinder trade liberalization at the global level.
However, in practice this ex ante review of the compatibility of regional arrangements with GATT
provisions was handicapped by defects in interpretation of some key conditions. The extent to which
customs territories have to liberalize

substantially all trades

was subjected to long and indecisive

68）

debates and disagreements among Contracting Parties . The Parties could not even agree on the
exact contents of the phrase

other regulations of commerce

as provided in Art.XXIV69）.

With the introduction of the 1994 Understanding some ambiguous issues pertaining to
interpretation of Art.XXIV were clarified to a certain extent. It was also explicitly provided that
disputes arising from establishment of regional integration may be settled through the WTO dispute
settlement proceeding70）. Even though Art.XXIV had been referred to by some parties to justify and
defend certain restrictive measures during the pre-WTO dispute settlement proceedings, the present
WTO dispute settlement procedures have been such that the nature and the quality of juridical
review over individual measures has been substantially improved. Measures taken for whatever
reasons related to the provisions of Art.XXIV but found by the DSB to be incompatible with the
GATT and other WTO agreements have to be withdrawn or renegotiated. Obviously, two factors can
be identified here as the primary means of enforcing the withdrawal or re-negotiation of a trade
measure. First, the dramatic change in the process of adopting panel or appellate body reports makes
it possible to bring the report into effect against the will of the defeating party. Any parties losing in
the process have no choice but to modify their trade measures or enter into renegotiation with the
winning parties in order to duck a legitimate retaliation in the form of countervailing or other
adjustment measures taken against their interests. Second, as a result of more rulings and
recommendations being successfully adopted, there is an increasing number of authoritative reference
to facilitate future interpretation and application of Art.XXIV, which subsequent panels and appellate
bodies may make use of in dealing with disputes arising from the establishment of regional
arrangements. Despite that precedents are not explicitly accepted in the WTO dispute settlement
rules, GATT/WTO dispute settlement practices have made it customary that rulings and reasoning of
previous cases may be referred to in developing solutions to later disputes71）. In this way, what has not
been agreed to in the history of more than 50 years of experiences of the working parties and the
committee in interpreting and applying ArtXXIV may now be gradually settled by the dispute
settlement organs, based on established rules of interpretation and application that practically shed
lights to future handling of disputes related to establishment of regional arrangements under the
GATT/WTO legal system.What could not be satisfactorily addressed by the original efforts to
approve and to monitor can now be dealt with more efficiently by means of dispute settlement. Two
recent WTO dispute settlement cases may prove the point of this observation. When the Working
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Party was established to review the formation of the Canada-US Free Trade Agreement（CUSFTA）,
a number of members of the Working Party questioned the compatibility of the provisions of Article
1102 of CUSFTA with GATT provisions. Provisions of Art.1102 allowed a party of the CUSFTA to
exclude the other party from safeguard actions taken under Art.XIX72）of GATT. Some members
viewed that Art.XIX of GATT did not permit parties to a free-trade agreement to take such selective
application of safeguard measures. One member considered such selective measures as diluting the
principle of most-favoured-nation application of emergency measures, particularly when imports from
the other party to the regional arrangement also contributed to the serious injury. Taking note of
those concerns, the Working Party concluded that （a）s it was unable to reach agreed conclusions
as to the consistency of the provisions of the Agreement with the GATT, it considered that it should
limit itself to reporting to the Council the views expressed by its members during its discussions

73）

.

Since then, this issue of selective application of safeguard measures aimed at excluding regional
arrangement partners has become a repeating issue of concern raised at the WTO Committee on
Regional Trade Agreement meetings. However, no agreement has been reached74）. A similar point of
disagreement was brought to the attention of the dispute settlement panel on Argentina Safeguard
Measures on Imports of Footwear, by the EC against Argentina's application of safeguard measure
selectively only against imports from non-MERCOSUR third countries75）. Even though the Panel
confined its ruling on this particular case to the application of safeguard measures by Argentina, it
nonetheless conducted detailed analysis, in general terms, of the issue of imposition of safeguard
measures in the case of a customs union, by interpreting the provisions of GATT Art.XIX and Art.277）
and the footnote to Art.2.178）of the Safeguard Agreement76）and also analyzing the relationship of the
provisions of Art.2and footnote to Art.2.1with Art. XXIV of GATT on establishment of customs
unions. In particular, it gave its own interpretation of the provisions of Art.XXIV:８（a）
（i）and（b）79）
focusing on the question of whether the fact that Art.XIX of GATT was not included in the list of
exceptions from the requirement to abolish

all duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce

on substantially all trade between the constituent territories of a customs union amounts to
Argentina s assertion that Art.XXIV:８ prohibits the imposition of safeguard measures between the
constituent territories of a customs union or free-trade area during their formation or after their
completion. The Appellate Body reversed the findings of the Panel on these provisions, but only on
the ground that

the Panel erred in assuming that footnote １ applied（in this case）80）. The reversal

was not due to the Panel making any mis-interpretation of the provisions.
The second case is the case of Turkey introducing new restrictions on imports of textile and
clothing products as a result of launching the final stage of its arrangement of a customs union with
the EC. According to Turkey, this introduction of new restrictions was necessary because it had to
align its commercial policy in textiles and clothing to that of the EC. India brought complained against
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these new restrictions and requested the establishment of the Panel, after failing to make progress in
bilateral consultation with Turkey. The Panel conducted a comprehensive overview and analysis of
the provisions of Art.XXIV:５（a）, Art. XXIV:８（a）and the relationship of these provisions with other
articles and provisions of GATT and WTO agreements. The reasoning was revised by the Appellate
Body to the extent that the Panel

erred in its legal reasoning by focusing on sub-paragraph ８（a）

and ５（a）and by failing to recognize the crucial role of the chapeau of paragraph ５ in the
interpretation of Art.XXIV of the GATT 1994 .
Logically, those analyses and interpretative details in general terms developed by the panels and/or
the appellate bodies and then adopted by the Dispute Settlement Body may become directly relevant
to the future debate on the contents and application of some ambiguous provisions of Art.XXIV. They
may serve as references with legal authority for the future work of the Committee on Regional Trade
Agreements in examining regional integration plans. However, due to the fact that rulings made by
the panels and the appellate bodies only bind parties to the particular dispute, it is not clear yet as to
how contributive the findings of the panels and appellate bodies are to the actual work of the
Committee. It depends on how far the Members of the Committee are ready to absorb these technical
inputs. After all, to appreciate and make use of these inputs, political will seems to be more relevant
than a technical necessity.

② Political and legal considerations
Another remarkable issue to be raised with regard to the differences between the ex ante
monitoring plus regulatory approach and the ex post corrective approach towards the treatment of
the question of regional arrangements concerns the fact that in practice the ex ante monitoring and
regulatory procedure leaves more room for negotiations and political considerations. With members of
the working groups or committees being government representatives, the discussions at the meetings
normally end up with a summary report of different assertions and stances. The reports were not due
to be adopted on a majority basis. Consensus was the only rule. Harmonization of interests rather than
compensation for damages was the main consideration of the whole process. Customs territories
wishing to enter into a regional arrangement agreement are required to present their plan and
schedule for consideration and approval at the working groups or the committee. In principle,
members of the working groups or the committee consider the application for establishment of either
a customs union or a free trade area on the basis of the GATT legal provisions. However, in reality
political considerations often dominated the discussions and, except for cases involving issues of
substantial interests, those considerations often worked in favour of the parties to the arrangement81）.
This is because that, since there is almost no WTO Member who is not party to at least one regional
arrangement, few Members could be expected to push far enough on the issue of compliance with and
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strict implementation of legal provisions on the establishment of regional arrangements, unless the
establishment itself causes actual injury or threat of a serious injury. No Member may want to
provoke complaints or counter-complaints against its own regional arrangement with other customs
territories. A neutral and political-interest-free body was not there to pass a final judgement over the
different assertions either. Therefore, with extremely few exceptions, the reports issued by the
working parties or the WTO Committee on Regional Trade Agreements could not but merely
summarized the divergent stances and arguments82）. No finally admitted legal interpretation could be
made available in the conclusion. Despite that the working parties examined the issue of consistency
with Art.XXIV of GATT primarily from a legal point of view, the members of the working parties
often did this in the spirit of taking into account the

major political and economic significance

of

83）

the free trade agreement .

A second factor that makes ex ante examination different from the ex post correction is that until
damages or at least unexpected change of ordinary conditions of competition actually take place, it is
very difficult to justify either from a legal or an economic point of view the requirement that
measures taken as a result of the arrangement be revised or withdrawn due to its effect to increase
the overall level of restriction, and therefore the ex ante review cannot be efficient enough in
preventing a regional arrangement that might develop into a safe haven for protectionists. A review
of the reasons for which working parties failed to conclude on the consistency of regional
arrangements with GATT legal provisions shows that this second factor was explicitly mentioned in
many occasions as the cause of inconclusive discussions on the establishment of customs unions or
free-trade areas. At the seventeenth session, the CONTRACTING PARTIES felt that there remained
some

legal and practical issues which would not be fruitfully discussed further at this stage

of

84）

examining the Stockholm Convention establishing the European Free Trade Association . A similar
conclusion was also made by the CONTRACTING PARTIES at about the same time, concerning the
Montevideo Treaty to set up the Latin American Free Trade Association, that

there remained some

questions of a legal and practical nature which it would be difficult to settle solely on the basis of the
text of the Treaty and that these questions could more fruitfully be discussed in the light of the
application of the Treaty

85）

. Though in a less explicit term, the Working Party established thirty

years later to examine the case of CUSFTA considered that it should limit itself to reporting to the
Council the view expressed by its members and it agreed to forward the report to the Council and
recommended that the CONTRACTING PARTIES invite the parties to the Agreement to furnish
reports on the operation of the CUSFTA, in accordance with the decision of the CONTRACTING
PARTIES86）.
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Conclusion: Towards a patchwork regulation
As proclaimed by the Panel on Turkey − Restrictions on Imports of Textile and Clothing Products,
the work of the Panel is not to review the general compatibility of a regional arrangement plan with
the global trade liberalization system87）. Rather, they are established at the request of parties to settle
disputes arising from the implementation of the WTO agreements88）. For this reason, it is difficult to
envisage that the dispute settlement panels would be asked to pass a ruling on the general
compatibility of a regional arrangement with the WTO agreements. This is particularly so, as long as
the ex ante examination process remains active. What have been brought to the dispute settlement
panels are particular measures taken by territories as a result of their entering into a regional trade
agreement. To defend their trade measures, the parties against whom a complaint was brought about
referred to the provisions of Art.XXIV in what is called an affirmative defense89）. The panel and for
obvious reason the Appellate Body have to look into the interpretation and application of those
provisions while seeking to settle the disputes involving particular measures complained against.
Through this process, the trade measure that is in fact a part of a larger scheme to integrate some
customs territories into a regional trade unit could be singled out for legal examination. As seen in the
Turkey Textile case, the bigger question of whether establishment of the regional arrangement per se
is compatible with WTO agreements, in particular Art.XXIV of GATT and other equivalent
provisions, was explicitly evaded. This is due to the express mandate of the panels to deal with
concrete and

specific measures at issue

and the

legal basis of the complaint only90）. Together

with the strengthened dispute settlement function of the WTO and the more confident resort to this
WTO function to address issues in connection with establishment of regional arrangements, a
patchwork-like process of regulating inappropriate attempts to establish regional arrangements seems
to be taking shape. A measure taken in connection with a regional arrangement scheme whose
compatibility with WTO legal provisions on regional arrangements has not been cleared or cannot be
definitely cleared may now be brought to the arena of the dispute settlement mechanism, subjecting it
to exclusive legal consideration by professionals91）. The WTO dispute settlement procedures are such
that compliance to them is almost automatically enforced. Therefore, in addition to addressing
controversies inconclusively at the negotiation forums within the larger context of regional
arrangement, the same controversies can now be dealt with legally in its own right by virtue of the
dispute settlement function of the WTO. In a way, this is like a patchwork regulation process at least
to temporarily correct some loopholes in the legal provisions on establishment of regional
arrangements. Amidst increasing recourse to the affirmative defense based on Art.XXIV and in light
of more confidence in relying on the dispute settlement mechanism to settle disputes of this sort, a
patchwork regulatory process aimed at curbing controversies involving regional arrangement
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attempts has been in the making. However, one cannot but ask whether this trend contributes to the
future progress of the WTO monitoring and regulation of the move towards more regionalization. To
address this question, the readiness of the international trade community to subdue political
considerations to the rule of law may be required. However that subject is beyond the scope of
examination of this paper.
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